Prior work has suggested that participants use a memory-for-past-tests (MPT) heuristic for judgments of learning (JOLs) in a multitrial learning scenario. That is, when learning the same material in multiple sessions, previous memory performance can be used as a basis for later memory predictions. We explored this issue by evaluating the impact of healthy aging on the use of MPT across trials. Young adults and healthy older adults learned pairs of words, made JOLs, and received a memory test in three study-test trials on the same material. Results indicated that both young and older adults relied on MPT as a basis for JOLs and changes in MPT across trials were nominal. Further, only the most-recent past test influenced JOLs, whereas earlier tests were unrelated to later judgments. JOLs were also influenced by prior-trial JOLs and were related to subsequent memory performance on the same trial. We suggest that these data support both indirect-and direct-memory mechanisms as the bases for the MPT heuristic. Further, in a multitrial learning scenario, in which the same information was being learned, young and older adults used the same bases for their JOLs.
Of critical importance, no prior work has explored adjustments in the use of MPT across trials and the impact of healthy aging on MPT as a basis for memory predictions. Such issues are important for determining those circumstances that promote judgment accuracy. For example, if older adults do not use or are unable to use MPT as a basis for their memory predictions, then they are likely to demonstrate poor prediction accuracy in multitrial learning scenarios in which prior-trial performance is predictive of latertrial performance. Further, determining whether the use of the MPT heuristic varies with age and across trials will increase understanding of the processes underlying the MPT heuristic. Thus, we systematically examined the MPT heuristic with healthy older adults to provide a comprehensive appraisal of the bases for predictions of memory performance across later learning trials (i.e., Trial 2 and Trial 3 JOLs). We begin with an overview of metamemory, followed by a description of the MPT account of multitrial learning, and then discuss work on healthy aging and metacognition.
Metamemory
Metamemory refers to our understanding of memory (Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2009 ) and includes the ability to predict future memory performance. In the current study, we focus exclusively on awareness of memory processes, or monitoring, which is critical to guiding later behavior (i.e., metacognitive control), such as study decisions. Among the most common measures of monitoring is the judgment of learning (JOL), in which participants make predictions regarding the likelihood of remembering certain information on a future memory test (e.g., Arbuckle & Cuddy, 1969; Koriat, 1997; Tauber & Rhodes, 2010a; 2010b) . In a typical experiment, participants study material, such as word pairs (e.g., MONKEY-SAUCE), provide a JOL for each item, and then receive a memory test. The overall correspondence between the magnitude of predictions and actual memory performance (termed absolute accuracy or calibration) provides information about how successful participants are at predicting their absolute level of learning across an entire set of items. Relative accuracy, or resolution, captures the degree to which participants are able to distinguish between items that were later remembered and items that were not later remembered. Resolution is frequently indexed via nonparametric, within-subjects, Goodman-Kruskal gamma correlations (Nelson, 1984 ; but see Masson & Rotello, 2009, for alternatives) . For example, a positive correlation between predictions and performance would indicate that high JOLs were given for remembered words and low JOLs were given for words that were forgotten. A negative correlation would indicate the opposite; high JOLs were given for words that were not remembered, and low JOLs were given for words that were remembered.
Many different types of information can be used as bases for JOLs (see Koriat, 1997 , for a useful framework). Ideally, JOLs would be based on cues that influence memory performance (e.g., item difficulty; e.g., Koriat, 1997; Tauber & Rhodes, 2010a) , but not on cues that are unrelated to memory performance (e.g., font size; cf. . Although JOLs are moderately predictive of memory performance, several inconsistencies have been noted as well (e.g., Koriat et al., 2002) . For example, in a multitrial learning scenario where participants learn the same information, participants' JOLs typically demonstrate UWP as participants are overconfident on an initial study-test trial and then are underconfident on later trials (Koriat et al., 2002) . However, UWP is typically associated with enhanced resolution as well. That is, resolution improves across trials due to increased item-by-item knowledge.
With few departures, multitrial learning (e.g., delayed JOLs; Meeter & Nelson, 2003; Scheck & Nelson, 2005 ; see , for a review of delayed JOLs) has been characterized by impaired calibration and enhanced resolution. However, despite its robust nature, the mechanisms underlying these results are not entirely understood. As such, several explanations for UWP have been investigated (Finn & Metcalfe, 2007; King et al., 1980; Koriat, 1997; Koriat, Ma'ayan, Sheffer, & Bjork, 2006; Koriat et al., 2002; Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1977; Scheck & Nelson, 2005; Serra & Dunlosky, 2005) . One prominent account suggests that individuals rely on their memory for a prior test (Finn & Metcalfe, 2007; King et al., 1980) . However, little work has examined whether the MPT heuristic is relevant to older adults' metacognition. Thus, it is unclear whether older adults use MPT and whether older adults' use of the MPT heuristic is related to actual memory performance.
MPT Heuristic
The MPT account suggests that JOLs are based on memory for previous trials, whereas new learning that occurs with additional study-test trials is largely ignored (cf. Kornell & Bjork, 2009; Kornell, Rhodes, Castel, & Tauber, 2011) . Accordingly, during a second study opportunity, low JOLs are likely to be assigned to items identified as forgotten on the first test, whereas higher JOLs are likely to be assigned to items identified as recalled on the first test. However, participants will remember some items on a second test that had been forgotten on the first test, leading to underconfidence on later trials and the UWP calibration effect. In addition, resolution improves with additional trials because prior test experience is strongly related to future test performance (Finn & Metcalfe, 2007; . That is, although calibration is hindered, participants gain item-by-item knowledge with additional trials, and make adjustments to JOLs accordingly.
In support of the MPT account, Finn and Metcalfe (2007) had participants study, make JOLs, and receive a memory test for word pairs in two study-test trials. MPT was explored via withinsubjects regression models (cf. King et al., 1980) . Of particular relevance to the current work, a multiple linear regression model was fit to each participant's immediate JOL data. Specifically, Trial 1 recall and Trial 2 recall were entered as predictors for Trial 2 JOLs. Results showed that Trial 1 recall compared with Trial 2 recall was a stronger predictor of Trial 2 JOLs, suggesting that Trial 2 JOLs reflected what had been previously remembered, rather than information regarding the benefits of an extra study opportunity. Further, Finn and Metcalfe (2008, Experiment 3) had participants indicate on a second trial whether an item had been previously recalled on Trial 1. Results showed that participants' judgments of prior recall were highly accurate. Thus, the authors suggested that MPT was based on explicit retrieval of whether an item had been previously remembered or forgotten.
Taken together, prior work indicates that participants rely on MPT much more than other information as a basis for JOLs. However, in a multitrial learning scenario with the same information to be remembered, memory performance changes across trials, which may modify the use of MPT. Thus, we consider two competing hypotheses for the basis of the MPT heuristic: the direct-memory hypothesis and the indirect-memory hypothesis. The direct-memory hypothesis suggests that, when represented with an item on a second study trial, participants explicitly retrieve whether that item was previously recalled or forgotten on the prior test. In this way, an explicit memory search and retrieval drive the use of the MPT heuristic (e.g., . In contrast to the direct-memory hypothesis, the indirect-memory hypothesis suggests that MPT is inferred from prior experiences, but an explicit memory search is not necessary for each item. For example, MPT may increase processing fluency on later trials, making previously remembered items distinguishable from previously forgotten items. Consistent with this, prior work has demonstrated that JOLs are often positively related to manipulations of fluency or processing ease (e.g., Hertzog, Dunlosky, Robinson, & Kidder, 2003; Kornell et al., 2011; Robinson, Hertzog, & Dunlosky, 2006) . Thus, the indirect account of MPT suggests that information gained from prior study-test trials may implicitly influence later judgments (cf. Narens, Jameson, & Lee, 1994; Reder & Ritter, 1992) .
Whereas none of the previous work has investigated the use of MPT beyond two study-test trials, we tested the use of MPT across three study-test trials to determine whether direct or indirect mechanisms contribute to use of the MPT heuristic. Further, age differences in the use of MPT across trials may become evident depending on whether MPT is a direct or indirect influence. Therefore, a primary objective of the current work is to evaluate whether the use of the MPT heuristic across trials is modified by age.
Aging and Metamemory
Previous research suggests that monitoring is spared with age (e.g., Connor et al., 1997; Hertzog & Hultsch, 2000; Hertzog, Kidder, Powell-Moman, & Dunlosky, 2002; Hertzog, Sinclair, & Dunlosky, 2010; Hines, Touron, & Hertzog, 2009; Robinson, Hertzog, & Dunlosky, 2006) . However, few studies have investigated older adults' monitoring of the same materials in multiple study-test trials (Cosentino, Metcalfe, Butterfield, & Stern, 2007; Hines et al., 2009; Rast & Zimprich, 2009 ). Rast and Zimprich (2009) and Cosentino et al. (2007) report two exceptions of primary interest.
Rast and Zimprich (2009; Experiment 2) had young and older German-speaking adults study easy word pairs (i.e., German pairs) and hard word pairs (i.e., Turkish-German translations), make a JOL for each pair, and then take a cued-recall test. The procedure was repeated across five study-test trials on the same material. Results for immediate JOLs demonstrated the prototypical UWPcalibration effect for young adults, such that JOLs exceeded memory performance on Trial 1, but recall exceeded JOLs on Trial 2. In contrast, older adults' JOLs were consistently overconfident across all five trials. However, Rast and Zimprich did not examine the MPT heuristic as an underlying basis for JOLs and measures of relative accuracy were not reported, leaving open the question of whether young and older adults exhibited improvements in resolution across trials. The present study addressed these issues by including measures of resolution and by examining indices of the MPT heuristic. Cosentino et al. (2007) explored MPT in individuals with Alzheimer's disease (AD), as compared with healthy older adults. The patients with AD were divided into metacognitively aware and unaware groups, based on a clinical assessment. Aware AD patients typically admitted to memory loss and recognized that memory failures produced consequences, and unaware AD patients generally lacked awareness of memory difficulty. All participants were asked to remember five facts and provided a global assessment of learning (i.e., How many facts will you be able to remember?). Participants also made item-by-item judgments indicating whether they would be able to remember each fact on a future test. Following the study phase, recognition memory was tested and this procedure was repeated three more times, totaling four study-test trials on the same material. MPT was assessed via difference scores subtracting prior-trial accuracy (e.g., Trial 1 recall) from current-trial prediction (i.e., Trial 2 prediction). Results indicated that aware AD patients and healthy older adults used MPT as their difference scores did not reliably differ from zero. In contrast, unaware AD patients' scores were reliably higher than zero on the final trial. Similarly, item-by-item analyses indicated that backward gamma correlations (i.e., the relationship between Trial N predictions and Trial N-1 accuracy) were reliably higher for the aware AD patients, as compared with the unaware AD patients. Thus, aware AD patients and healthy older adults used MPT as a basis for predictions, whereas unaware AD patients had limited use of prior-trial experience for later predictions. However, Cosentino et al. did not explore the impact of healthy aging in comparison with young adults to evaluate how healthy aging impacts reliance on MPT, a focus of the current study.
A fundamental assumption of the MPT account is that participants are able to remember and access prior study-test trial information. Given well-documented age-related episodic memory deficits (see Zacks, Hasher, & Li, 2000 , for a review), a primary goal of this work is to evaluate whether healthy aging influences reliance on memory for prior study-test trials. Because older adults exhibit poorer episodic memory than younger adults, it is likely that older adults would demonstrate deficient memory for previous study-test trials as well. If the use of MPT necessitates explicit memory search and accurate retrieval of previous tests, as under the direct-memory hypothesis, then older adults may be less likely to rely on this heuristic. An alternative under the indirect-memory hypothesis, older adults may use MPT to the same or an even greater extent than young adults as prior test experiences implicitly influence later JOLs. For example, a host of prior work is indicative of age equivalence on implicit tests of memory with agerelated deficits most evident on explicit tests of memory (e.g., Fleischman, Wilson, Gabrieli, Bienias, & Bennet, 2004) . Thus, an indirect-memory hypothesis would predict strong relationships between prior-test performance and JOLs for young and older adults.
The Current Study
We examined young adults' and healthy older adults' JOLs and recall over three study-test trials on the same word pairs. In order to examine potential age differences, we also included a second group of young adults whose memory performance was largely equated with older adults by decreasing the amount of time available to study each item (i.e., the young-matched condition). Thus, we included three age-group conditions: young adults in the same condition (i.e., referred to as the young-same condition, because the same methodology was used for this group and for the olderadult participants), older adults, and young adults in the matched condition. These conditions allowed us to examine whether findings reflect healthy aging or were due to differences in memory performance.
If the direct-memory hypothesis is supported, we would expect young adults in the same condition to demonstrate impaired calibration (UWP) and improved resolution with additional study-test trials. However, young adults in the matched condition and older adults may not demonstrate these effects (cf. Rast & Zimprich, 2009 ). In particular, young adults in the matched condition and older adults may be more likely to attend to cues in the current trial and thus may not demonstrate the prototypical UWP-calibration effect. Further, based on the direct-memory hypothesis, memory predictions for the young-same condition would depend on priortrial performance (MPT), whereas memory predictions for older adults and young adults in the matched condition would be less dependent upon MPT. In contrast, according to the indirectmemory hypothesis, we would expect young adults in the same condition, young adults in the matched condition, and older adults to demonstrate similar patterns of calibration and resolution. Namely, participants should demonstrate impaired calibration and improved resolution with additional study-test trials. Moreover, the indirect-memory hypothesis would predict that participants in all age-group conditions would rely on MPT as a basis for their JOLs (e.g., Cosentino et al., 2007; Finn & Metcalfe, 2007; .
Although our primary interest was in age differences in the use of MPT across trials, we also explored other bases for later-trial JOLs. If there are age differences and changes in the use of MPT across trials, then participants may attend to different cues as a basis for JOLs. For example, participants may rely on their prior memory predictions rather than explicitly retrieving whether an item was previously recalled or forgotten. Thus, we evaluated whether prior-trial JOLs were a reliable predictor of later-trial JOLs. Finn and Metcalfe (2008, Experiments 5a & 5b) reported that later-trial JOLs (i.e., Trial 2 JOLs) were related to prior-trial JOLs (i.e., Trial 1 JOLs). However, participants' JOLs on a second trial were underconfident even when JOLs were not elicited on a prior trial. Because UWP occurred in the absence of prior-trial JOLs later, JOLs alone cannot account for the UWP effect. We explored this relationship further by determining whether priortrial JOLs are a reliable predictor for later JOLs. We also explored whether the MPT heuristic is specific to the most recent test by comparing earlier tests with more recent prior tests as predictors for later JOLs (i.e., Trial 1 recall as compared with Trial 2 recall as predictors for Trial 3 JOLs). In all, the experiment reported tests where there are age-related differences in the use of the MPT heuristic and provides a comprehensive examination of bases for JOLs in multitrial learning.
Method Participants
Eighty Colorado State University students and 40 older adults recruited from the community (see Table 1 ) participated in exchange for course credit or payment ($10). The gender distribution did not reliably vary between age groups, 2 (2, N ϭ 120) ϭ 4.05, p ϭ .13. Young participants were divided into two conditions (40 participants in each): young-same condition or young-matched condition. As is typical of research in cognitive aging, older adults had reliably more years of education, ts Ͼ 6.52 and reliably higher vocabulary scores (ts Ͼ 11.39) than younger adults in both conditions. The young-same and young-matched conditions did not differ in years of education or vocabulary scores, ts Ͻ 1.
Design
A 3 (age-group condition: young-same condition, older adults, young-matched condition) ϫ 3 (trial: 1, 2, 3) mixed-factor design was employed with trial manipulated within subjects, and agegroup condition as a between-subjects factor. The two dependent measures were JOLs and recall.
Materials and Procedure
Vocabulary was assessed using a 20-item measure taken from Salthouse (1993) requiring participants to identify synonyms or antonyms for words. Participants were then presented with 20 unrelated word pairs (e.g., GLACIER-SWEET; M frequency ϭ 62.75, SD ϭ 112.30; M length ϭ 4.88, SD ϭ 1.36; MRC Psycholinguistic Database, 1987) . The first two and last two word pairs of the lists were treated as primacy and recency buffers and were excluded from all analyses reported. Word pairs were presented in a fixed-random order (i.e., items were randomized to create the study lists such that items were presented in the same order for all participants on each trial, but in different orders across trials) for each participant (excluding primacy and recency buffers). Two versions of the study list were created to account for item order effects. No significant differences were found in recall based on item order (ts Ͻ 1) for any of the three trials, so this will not be discussed further.
Participants were presented with two example word pairs prior to beginning the experiment to familiarize them with the study and JOL procedure. Participants were not required to remember the examples and these items were excluded from all analyses. All participants were presented with word pairs one at a time and were instructed to study each pair so that they would be able to remember the second word of the pair (i.e., the target) if given the first word of the pair (i.e., the cue). Young adults in the same condition and older adults were allotted 6 s to study each pair while young adults in the matched condition were given 1 s to study each pair. Next, each cue (e.g., GLACIER-?) was presented for 6 s, and participants verbally reported their JOLs, predicting the likelihood of later being able to recall the target from 0% (not likely at all) to 100% (very likely). A verbal report procedure was used to avoid any handwriting difficulties older adults may have had, as well as to avoid participants' need to shift their gaze from the computer screen to paper. A 500-ms interstimulus interval was included before the presentation of the next word pair. Following the study phase, participants were given a 3-min filler task (Trial 1: listing states of the United States; Trial 2: completing math problems; Trial 3: listing prominent cities of the United States). Young adults in the same condition and older adults were given 3 min for the filler task, whereas young adults in the matched condition were given 8 min for the filler task. Participants then proceeded to the test phase where they were first presented with the cues for the two example word pairs to familiarize them with the testing procedure. Next, participants were presented with each cue word for 8 s and 
Results
We first examined recall performance as a manipulation check to determine whether memory performance for young adults in the matched condition approximated older adults' memory performance. Next, we report data for calibration and resolution followed by MPT analyses. To anticipate, results demonstrated the typical UWP-calibration effect for all age-group conditions. Specifically, whereas predictions for Trial 1 were overconfident, participants' predictions demonstrated underconfidence on subsequent trials. Further, resolution generally improved across trials, and we found that participants in all conditions used MPT as a basis for JOLs. The alpha level for all analyses was set at .05.
Recall
Recall (see Figure 1) 
Calibration
Predictions and recall (see Figure 1 ) were examined in a 2 (measure: JOL, recall) ϫ 3 (trial: 1, 2, 3) ϫ 3 (age-group condition: young-same condition, older adults, young-matched condition) mixed-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA). The main effect of measure was not reliable (F Ͻ 1), whereas the main effects of age-group condition, F(2, 117) These data indicate that participants in all age-group conditions demonstrated the typical UWP calibration effect as predictions exceeded performance on the first trial, whereas performance exceeded predictions on later trials. No other interactions were supported. The lack of a three-way interaction between measure, trial, and age-group condition, F(4, 234) ϭ 2.20, p ϭ .070, p 2 ϭ .04, indicates that UWP did not vary with age-group condition.
Resolution
Three prediction-performance gamma correlations (see Table 2 ) were calculated per subject, one for each trial (i.e., 1, 2, 3).
1 A one-sample t test was conducted comparing each gamma correlation against chance (zero) for each age-group condition. Results indicated that all gammas were reliably greater than zero for the young-same condition [Trial 1 gamma, t(39) . These data suggest that participants succeeded at determining which items would or would not be later remembered, although older adults were only marginally greater than chance for Trial 1.
Gamma correlations were subjected to a 3 (age group: youngsame condition, older adults, young-matched condition) ϫ 3 (trial: 1, 2, 3) mixed-factor ANOVA. Analyses revealed that gammas 
MPT Analyses
We explored MPT via multilevel regression models (cf. Hines, Touron, & Hertzog, 2009) . Multilevel regression models were conducted using STATA statistical software (StataCorp, 2009) in order to determine whether there was individual variance, and variation between age-group conditions, in the bases for later-trial JOLs. Two multilevel regression models were conducted, with one model evaluating predictors of Trial 2 JOLs (see Table 3 ) and one model evaluating predictors of Trial 3 JOLs (see Table 4 ).
2
Our primary interest was in whether participants' JOLs relied on MPT rather than an association with new learning, and if this pattern varied with age and trial. If participants used their priortrial memory performance, then prior-trial recall should be a reliable predictor of later JOLs, whereas current-trial recall should not reliably associated with later JOLs. That is, an MPT account would predict that participants' Trial 2 JOLs should be based on Trial 1 recall rather than associated with Trial 2 recall, and participants' Trial 3 JOLs should be based on Trial 2 recall rather than associated with Trial 3 recall. As such, Trial 1 recall and Trial 2 recall were included as predictors for Trial 2 JOLs, and Trial 2 recall and Trial 3 recall were included as predictors for Trial 3 JOLs. To evaluate age differences, we included age-group condition variables in each model. Age-group conditions were evaluated using two dummy-coded age group variables. Interaction terms with age-group condition were included to determine whether age groups differed in their bases for JOLs. As previously noted, we explored other potential predictors for Trial 2 and Trial 3 JOLs. Thus, for each model we included all prior-trial tests (i.e., inclusion of Trial 1 recall and Trial 2 recall as predictors for Trial 3 JOLs), JOLs, and the age-group interactions for each.
Trial 2 JOL model. The intercept, five effects and six interaction terms were included as predictors for Trial 2 JOLs.
3
The reference group for the data reported in Table 3 is older adults. Thus, differences between older adults and the young-same condition, and between older adults and the young-matched condition, can be inferred directly from this table. Any differences between the two groups of younger adults are noted in the text.
Prior-trial recall (MPT).
Prior-trial recall (MPT) was a reliable predictor for older adults' Trial 2 JOLs (see Figure 2) . Specifically, successful Trial 1 recall was associated with a 35% increase in Trial 2 JOLs. This effect was additionally qualified by a reliable Trial 1 recall ϫ age-group condition interaction. Specifically, Trial 2 JOLs for the young-same condition relied less on Trial 1 recall (29% increase in Trial 2 JOLs) as compared with older adults. Similarly, Trial 2 JOLs for the young-same condition relied less on Trial 1 recall, as compared with the young-matched condition (39% increase in Trial 2 JOLs), estimate ϭ Ϫ9.95, SE ϭ 2.53, t ϭ 3.93, p Ͻ .001, 95% CI, Ϫ14.92, Ϫ4.99. However, Trial 1 recall did not differ as a predictor for Trial 2 JOLs between the older-adult and young-matched condition groups. These data suggest that participants in all age groups used MPT as a basis for Trial 2 JOLs. However, JOLs were somewhat more influenced by MPT for older adults and young adults in the matched condition, as compared with young adults in the same condition. We discuss this finding further in the General Discussion.
Current trial recall and prior-trial JOLs. Older adults' Trial 2 JOLs were also reliably related to current-trial performance (i.e., Trial 2 recall) as evidenced by a 5% increase for items that were subsequently recalled on Trial 2. This effect did not interact with age-group condition. Further, older adults' Trial 2 JOLs were reliably based on Trial 1 JOLs such that Trial 2 JOLs increased by 0.32% for items with a 1% increase in JOLs at Trial 1. Use of Trial 1 JOLs as a basis for Trial 2 JOLs interacted with age-group condition such that the young-matched condition relied less (increase of 0.17% in Trial 2 JOLs) on Trial 1 JOLs, as compared with older adults. The two groups of younger adults did not differ from each other (t ϭ 1.87, p ϭ .061, 95% CI, Ϫ0.004, 0.19), nor 2 Trial 2 JOLs (Kolmogorov-Smirnov D ϭ 4.73, p Ͻ .001) and Trial 3 JOLs (Kolmogorov-Smirnov D ϭ 7.47, p Ͻ .001) were nonnormally distributed. In particular, Trial 2 JOLs (M ϭ 45.63, SD ϭ 31.19, Mdn ϭ 50.00, range ϭ 0-100) had a slightly positive skew, and Trial 3 JOLs had a slightly negative skew (M ϭ 63.63, SD ϭ 34.48, Mdn ϭ 75.00, range ϭ 0-100). As such, several transformations were attempted; however none of the transformations effectively eliminated skewness. Thus, we report results from untransformed data. All predictors in each multilevel-regression model were centered on each participant's average for that variable.
3 In order to ensure that the exploratory variables (i.e., prior-trial JOLs) did not contaminate the variables of primary interest we conducted a multilevel-regression model including only the variables of primary interest. A model was calculated for Trial 2 JOLs that included Trial 1 recall, Trial 2 recall, age-group condition, and the interactions between age-group condition and Trial 1 and Trial 2 recall. This model accounted for significantly less variance in Trial 2 JOLs, as compared with data reported in the paper, D 2 (3, N ϭ 120) ϭ 64.37, p Ͻ .001. Further, because results from this model did not deviate from the data reported in the paper, we opted to report the most complete analyses. did the young-same condition differ from older adults. These data suggest that young and older adults' Trial 2 JOLs were influenced by factors other than MPT. Current-trial memory performance (i.e., Trial 2 recall) and Trial 2 JOLs were reliably related indicating a common mechanism underlying both measures (e.g., efficacy of encoding; cf. . Further, prior-trial JOLs had a minor, though reliable influence on later JOLs. Trial 3 JOL model. The intercept, seven effects, and 10 interaction terms were included as predictors for Trial 3 JOLs.
4
Similar to the Trial 2 JOL model, the reference group for the data reported in Table 4 is older adults. Thus, differences between older adults and young adults in the same condition, and between older adults and young adults in the matched condition, can be inferred directly from this table. Any differences between the two groups of younger adults are provided in the text.
Prior-trial recall (MPT).
Prior-trial recall (MPT) was a reliable predictor for older adults' Trial 3 JOLs (see Figure 3) . Specifically, successful Trial 2 recall was associated with a 28% increase in Trial 3 JOLs; however, Trial 1 recall did not reliably influence Trial 3 JOLs. Whereas Trial 2 recall did not interact with age-group condition, Trial 1 recall reliably interacted with agegroup condition. Because Trial 1 recall was not a significant predictor for Trial 3 JOLs for any of age-group conditions [youngsame condition, t Ͻ 1; older adults, t ϭ 2.38, p ϭ .067; youngmatched condition, t ϭ 1.07, p ϭ .285], this interaction was produced by a positive trend in older adults' Trial 3 JOLs whereas the young-matched condition demonstrated a negative trend in Trial 3 JOLs. There were no differences between older adults and the young-same condition in the use of Trial 1 recall, and there were no differences between the two groups of young adults in the use of either Trial 1 recall (t ϭ 1.17, p ϭ .244, 95% CI, Ϫ2.63, 10.34) or Trial 2 recall, t ϭ 0.78, p ϭ .438, 95% CI, Ϫ7.50, 3.24. These data suggest that, similar to the Trial 2 JOL model, participants in all age groups used MPT as a basis for Trial 3 JOLs. However, MPT is specific to the most recent trial.
Current trial recall and prior-trial JOLs. Older adults' Trial 3 JOLs were also reliably related to current-trial performance (i.e., Trial 3 recall), reflected by a 6% increase for items that were subsequently recalled on Trial 3. This effect did not interact with age-group condition. Further, older adults' Trial 3 JOLs were reliably based on both Trial 1 JOLs and Trial 2 JOLs. In particular, Trial 3 JOLs increased by 0.16% for items with a 1% increase in JOLs at Trial 1 and by 0.22% for items with a 1% increase in JOLs at Trial 2. Use of Trial 1 JOLs as a basis for Trial 3 JOLs interacted with age-group condition such that the young-same condition relied less (increase of 0.03% in Trial 3 JOLs) on Trial 1 JOLs, as compared with older adults. The two groups of younger adults did not differ from each other (t ϭ 0.62, p ϭ .538, 95% CI, Ϫ0.13, 0.07), nor did the young-matched condition differ from older adults. The use of Trial 2 JOLs as a basis for Trial 3 JOLs did not interact with age-group condition. Similar to the prior-MPT analysis, these data suggest that Trial 3 JOLs were based on cues other than MPT. Additionally, Trial 3 JOLs and current-trial recall (i.e., Trial 3 recall) were produced by study choices during encoding as evident in the reliable relationship between these measures. Further, prior-trial JOLs-both Trial 1 and Trial 2 JOLs-were associated with a reliable, albeit small, increase in Trial 3 JOLs (cf. . Thus, Trial 1 JOLs have a somewhat smaller effect on Trial 3 JOLs for the young-same condition, as compared with the other age-group conditions.
General Discussion
The current study reports several important findings. Foremost, despite known episodic-memory deficits (e.g., Zacks et al., 2000) , 4 In order to ensure that the exploratory variables (i.e., prior-trial JOLs, Trial 1 recall as a predictor for Trial 3 JOLs) did not disrupt the variables of primary interest we conducted an additional multilevel-regression model. Specifically, a model was calculated for Trial 3 JOLs that included Trial 2 recall, Trial 3 recall, age-group condition, and the interactions between age-group condition and Trial 2 and Trial 3 recall. This model accounted for significantly less variance in Trial 3 JOLs, as compared with the data reported in the paper, D 2 (9, N ϭ 120) ϭ 110.31, p Ͻ .001. Similar to the Trial 2 JOL data, results from this model did not deviate from the data reported in the paper. Thus, we opted to report the full details from the most complete analyses. older adults relied on their memory for prior study-test episodes when making later JOLs (cf. Halamish, McGillivray, & Castel, 2011) . These data suggest that use of the MPT heuristic is not hindered by age. Further, participants' use of MPT was specific to the most recent prior test (i.e., Trial 2 recall) while earlier tests (i.e., Trial 1 recall) were unrelated to later JOLs (Trial 3 JOLs). Consistent with the MPT account (e.g., Finn & Metcalfe, 2007 these data suggest that, in a multitrial learning scenario on the same material, MPT has a large influence on later JOLs. JOLs were also influenced by cues other than MPT (cf. Ariel & Dunlosky, 2011) . Specifically, young adults' and older adults' current-trial recall performance was reliably associated with JOLs. That is, Trial 2 recall and Trial 2 JOLs were reliably related, and Trial 3 recall and Trial 3 JOLs were reliably related. These data suggest a shared source driving JOLs and recall on the same trial, likely the efficacy of encoding processes. JOLs were also affected by prior-trial JOLs as Trial 1 JOLs predicted Trial 2 JOLs and both Trial 1 and Trial 2 JOLs predicted Trial 3 JOLs (cf. . This indicates that the cues participants attended to as a basis for MPT may include prior subjective experiences as well.
Finally, all conditions exhibited the patterns of calibration and resolution emblematic of UWP. Specifically, predictions exceeded performance on the initial study-test trial and then performance exceeded predictions on subsequent trials. Increases in item-byitem accuracy were evident as resolution increased with additional trials. The minimal age differences in calibration and resolution are consistent with previous research indicating that monitoring is spared with age (e.g., Connor et al., 1997; Hertzog & Hultsch, 2000; Hertzog et al., 2002; Hertzog et al., 2010; Hines et al., 2009; Robinson et al., 2006) . Taken together, these data replicate prior work investigating monitoring in multiple study-test trials with young adults (e.g., Koriat et al., 2002) and extends this work to a group of healthy older adults.
Basis for MPT
We proposed direct-and indirect-memory hypotheses as potential mechanisms underlying use of MPT. According to the directmemory hypothesis, MPT is determined by an explicit memory search to verify whether an item had previously been recalled or forgotten. In contrast, under the indirect-memory hypothesis, MPT is implicit and inferred from prior experiences and those prior experiences modify processing on later trials, negating the need for an explicit memory search (cf. Son & Metcalfe, 2005) . The data reported demonstrated that, for all age-group conditions, MPT had a large impact on later JOLs. Further, for Trial 2 JOLs, there were differences between groups. In particular, Trial 2 JOLs for older adults and younger adults in the matched condition were more influenced by Trial 1 recall than younger adults in the same condition, although this difference disappeared on a later trial (i.e., Trial 2 recall as a predictor for Trial 3 JOLs). Thus, it appears that the level of prior-trial recall performance does not influence the MPT heuristic as a basis for later JOLs.
5
Despite exhibiting memory impairments relative to young adults, why were older adults able to use the MPT heuristic? If MPT is driven by an explicit-memory mechanism, then impairments in the MPT heuristic should also be evident. However, memory deficits would not necessarily influence the use of an MPT heuristic if the MPT heuristic is at least partially implicit. That is, the current data are supportive of the indirect-memory hypothesis as age differences in the use of MPT were nominal and, on early trials, older adults' use of MPT was greater than young adults in the same condition. Further, reliance on MPT was evident when young adults' memory performance was equated with older adults as well. Thus, similarities in the use of the MPT heuristic among older and younger adults suggest that the MPT heuristic is at least partially driven by an implicit-memory mechanism. Such a pattern is consistent with prior data indicating that age-related memory deficits are generally evident on explicit (i.e., direct) and not implicit (i.e., indirect) memory tests (Fleischman et al., 2004) . As well, these data also comport with dual-process accounts, suggesting that older adults are less likely than younger adults to recollect contextual details of prior experiences in the context of intact familiarity (e.g., Jacoby, 1999; Rhodes, Castel, & Jacoby, 2008) . From this perspective, the MPT heuristic might reflect a general sense of familiarity for past-test experiences in the absence of recollection.
Conclusions and Future Directions
The current study increases our understanding of those factors that inform older and younger adults' JOLs. Specifically, previous research has demonstrated that participants rely on prior tests as a basis for JOLs (e.g., Cosentino et al., 2007; Finn & Metcalfe, 2007 . Our data indicate that older adults rely on the MPT heuristic as well as prior-trial JOLs to predict current-memory performance. We suggest that the mechanisms underlying the MPT heuristic are likely to be a combination of direct -and indirect-memory effects, rather than a singular reflection of explicit memory for the prior test. However, it remains unclear whether older adults have a deficit in their MPT accuracy (cf. . That is, older adults may demonstrate impairments in memory for prior trials even though this information informs later judgments. For example, older adults, as compared with young adults, may be less likely to remember whether an item was previously remembered or forgotten. Thus, future research would benefit by querying older adults in regard to their memory for a past test. For the present, we note that these data add to a catalog of findings, suggesting that monitoring of future performance is generally spared with age. 5 The current work did not replicate the aging effects demonstrated in Rast and Zimprich (2009) . That is, whereas Rast and Zimprich observed that young adults demonstrated the UWP calibration effect, older adults were consistently overconfident across trials. The discrepancy between these reports may reflect methodological or sample variance between the studies. For example, Rast and Zimprich (Experiment 2) employed a design whereby participants made immediate and delayed JOLs for items that varied in difficulty (i.e., German word pairs vs. German-Turkish word pairs) and participants were given 3.4 s for study and a 5-min RI. Trial 1 memory performance was not equated between the age groups, so it is unclear whether this pattern of results is driven by an age difference or a difference based on level of memory performance on the initial study-test trial. Any number of these factors could contribute to the lack of a UWP calibration effect for older adults. Further research should focus on clarifying this discrepancy.
